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SUMMARY
This paper contends that recent scholarly interest in systems of colonising
knowledge, whether called ‘scientific forestry’ or ‘development’, has paid
inadequate attention to the historical processes shaping such knowledge production in specific colonial locations. Taking a processual approach, the paper
examines the conflicted constitution of scientific forestry in India through
regionally varied experiences of forest management in Bengal sal (Shorea
robusta) forests. The case of fire, and disputes surrounding its perceived role in
forest regeneration across eastern India, is used to understand and demonstrate
the complex mutually transformative linkages between social categories like
nature, culture, history and power.

Soon after the introduction of forest conservancy in Bengal during 1864, colonial
foresters had their first notable success with fire protection. Colonel Pearson,
aided by two years of heavy monsoon rains, had protected the Bori forests of the
Central Provinces from annual fires in 1865. Over the next decade, exclusion of
fire from reserved and other categories of forests where conservancy was
introduced, became emblematic of what care and modern management could
accomplish in the forests of India. By attempting to banish fire from the
landscape, European forestry distinguished modern forest management from the
primitive techniques it claimed to supersede. The idea derived from similar
contrasts through which agriculture had been transformed earlier in Europe.1 By
the 1870s, when forest policy was framed and institutionalised in various parts
of India, it certainly drew on such a language of improvement, casting colonialism’s project in terms of reclamation – of both colonised peoples and lands. In
1875 the Indian Forester was established by the Bengal Conservator, William
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Schlich, as the flagship journal of scientific forestry. The very next year, BadenPowell, one of the architects of colonial forest policy wrote in its pages, ‘it is
possible that the progress of knowledge has driven out this idea to a great extent
in India, but there are here and there some few who still argue for forest fires, just
as in England some eccentric individuals occasionally question the fact that the
earth is round’.2
Certitude of this sort illustrates the confidence of imperial science. An
assurance resting not only on what Whiggish notions of history predisposed
British colonial administrators to think, but also on their reading of nature in the
colonies.3 These representations shifted swiftly across the diverse terrain of
Bengal, cataloguing its non-agricultural resources and despairing at their mismanagement. The possible autochthonous remedies to these perceived problems
or the probability of such a view of unredeemed natural destruction by ‘native’
society being a misrepresentation, remained undiscovered. Political and ecological order then could only follow from the application of external controls and
foreign expertise. Given these predilections, fire in the Indian forests was firmly
lodged in the colonial imagination as something rampant, random and reprehensible.4 Yet, in the next fifty years, as British foresters in Bengal turned their
attention to intensive forest management and regeneration of desired species,
specially sal (Shorea robusta ), they ruefully discovered that fire protection had
created a situation ‘which in the moister tracts weighs heavily against the very
species it was designed to assist’.5 This remark summed up the lessons of
growing evidence flowing from various sal bearing regions of eastern and
northern India, following a discovery made in Bengal two decades before these
words were written. An itinerant expert had already drawn attention to the
awkward conflict between prevailing scientific wisdom and the ‘realities of
nature’ in sal areas across eastern India, saying, ‘anyone who considers the use
of fire a breach of the laws of sylviculture need only see the excellent condition
of a forest continually burnt ... where you find all ages represented by different
groups of sal ... no creepers and remarkably rich patches of regeneration where
you have an opening’.6
This story will support many tellings. Our narrative could recount how
imperial science was destabilised. But more importantly, the case of fire and
forest regeneration, so well illustrated by the struggles over sal regeneration in
Bengal, provokes a re-examination of the processes through which colonial
science was constituted. What was its relationship to imperial expertise? What
does it show about the entanglements of knowledge and power? Did nature itself,
or local politics or regional history or imperial design most definitively shape
forest management in Bengal? How do we refine our understanding of scientific
forestry in India? For it remains, as colonial legacy and post-colonial development programme, salient to the politics of environmental management today.
These are the organising impulses for what follows.
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Clearly colonial science was about a style of imagining the world, a regime of
representations. We have to focus, however, not merely on the content of these
representations, but ‘on the process of their composition and deployment’.7 In
what was the first systematic discussion of scientific forestry, this process
appears to be the subject of study for Ramachandra Guha, who shows the
adaptation of colonial forest management in Uttarakhand to historical contexts
of peasant resistance. But he does conclude ‘both legislation and silvicultural
technique were designed to facilitate social control’.8 This allows for no
discordance between politics and science, nor does it explicate the nature of
social control and the constant shifting of mechanisms. In this mode of analysis,
colonial forest science is a received version of European models that is then
subordinated to economic imperatives. Writing on the work of the Imperial
Institute, Michael Worboys comes to a similar conclusion. In his account it is
only in the 1920s that the decline of the Institute signals emerging independent,
scientific infrastructure in India and the Dominions.9 Recently, other historians
of colonial science have questioned such simplification. Challenging this
perspective of Worboys, which also informs his work on malnutrition and diet,
David Arnold asks, ‘is it appropriate to look to metropolitan direction and design
in the fashioning of colonial science or should we look instead to local processes
of investigation and analysis?’10 He goes on to demonstrate that between 1860
and 1914 famines and jails provided important contexts in India for widening
nutritional knowledge and debate.
Similar controversy over centralist and peripheralist historiography of colonial science has broken out in other branches, notably the history of colonial
geology in India.11 For imperial historians empire was a captive laboratory for
British geology, thus perpetuating a division of labour between metropolitan
theorisers and provincial fact gatherers.12 Stafford joins other historians of the
Victorian era of exploration and biogeography in proposing a congruent efflorescence in geographic sciences, maritime and colonising traditions, where the
goals of science were commensurable with the civilising mission.13 After all,
Darwin, Forbes, T.H. Huxley and J.D. Hooker had all sailed on Royal Navy
hydrographic expeditions, and ‘obvious parallels exist between the belief of
these scientists in the dominance of northern life forms and their faith in
England’s manifest destiny as an imperial power’.14 That said, while we may be
closer to understanding parts of the imperial imagination, we remain far from
explaining the processes in which it was formed. Mackenzie draws our attention
to this issue astutely when he points out that the nineteenth century was a period
when amateurs dominated science.15 So drawing sharp distinctions between
doers and receivers may be problematic. It may misrecognise the process of
scientific discovery, ignore failures and false moves in transfer of metropolitan
science to the colonial province, and omit noting the conditions that empire often
uniquely offered for scientific discoveries. In short, there is an interactive and
contextualised production of knowledge that needs to be understood.
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The history of natural science illuminates the interaction of imperial and
indigenous ideas,16 and the role of colonial experts, from forest guards to field
foresters, in shaping this interaction. Evidently their expertise combined formal
ideas and substantive local knowledge and after a point trying to separate the two
becomes an exercise in reification that provides no insight.17 What do we lose
sight of? First, as Sangwan perceptively points out, whether favouring local
initiative or central fiat in explaining the conduct of colonial science, the debates
referred to earlier and the ‘two systems approach’ share the common failing of
treating the scientific establishment as a monolith that is a puppet either of
ideologies of empire or colonial exploitative arrangements – science a tool of
revenue generation. He says, ‘they ignore the internal culture of the corps d’elite,
especially the making of a scientific discipline with its historical transition from
amateurism to a professional form of activity’.18 Providing a welcome look at the
absorption of indigenous knowledge in particular domains of science, and how
local officials sought independence from metropolitan control, Sangwan notes
further, ‘though the colonial state pressed for a profit oriented scientific agenda,
the scientific part was never completely set aside’.19 In the same vein, Richard
Grove has long emphasised the role of colonial naturalists and surgeons in
developing a discourse of environmental degradation in early nineteenth century
India. Mahesh Rangarajan has added by suggesting ways to comprehend the
connections between conservationist ideas and specific policy changes in the
early history of colonial forestry in India.20 In other new work, Grove has
emphatically argued that research done by botanists and medical specialists
under the auspices of the East India Company facilities was important to
establishing the relationship between global climate, drought, monsoons, hurricanes and the El Niño and Southern Oscillation (ENSO).21
It is further suggestible that tree planting and forest conservation began in the
early nineteenth century based on such climatological knowledge in the hands
of people like William Roxburgh, who was the Director of the Calcutta Botanical
Gardens. Grove argues, ‘science in the periphery, especially India and Australia,
lay at the cutting edge of new knowledge and theorisation’. The famine of 187779 promoted a lot of work on the relationship between deforestation and rainfall
under Edward Balfour, Surgeon General, and the Inspector General of Forests.22
This resulted in prolonged controversy between different branches and levels of
the colonial Indian government. When the research was given up in the early
decades of the twentieth century, it had already contributed to a contentious and
unsuccessful attempt to intervene in private forests in Bengal. A highly systematised and polarised view of western and local knowledge in the making of
colonial science can underestimate the productive forces unleashed by discord
and conflict within colonial bureaucracies.
Secondly, by separating the production of knowledge from the processes of
state-making in which it is embedded, the complex interlocking of governance
issues with forms of knowledge and representation can be overlooked. Mary
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Louise Pratt has reminded us that discoveries made in colonies often ‘consisted
of a gesture of converting local knowledges into European national and continental knowledges associated with European forms and relations of power’.23
What passes for local or modern scientific knowledge bears marks of such
appropriation and counter-appropriation in specific colonial contexts. In an
intriguing history of the management of air pollution in Calcutta through the
nineteenth century, Michael Anderson has shown how the definition and
regulation of smoke nuisances was peculiar to the colonial context of Calcutta
as the seat of Indian empire. In addition to the valuable insight that ‘many
features that are now axiomatic in environmental regulation – systematic
monitoring, reliance on technical experts, technological remedies, and close
collusion between industry and bureaucracy – were consolidated under the aegis
of the Smoke Nuisance Act’, Anderson illustrates how the conquest of smoke
was uniquely a colonial enterprise.24 This important work of Anderson vindicates the pursuit of genealogies and reveals the fascinating linkages between
scientific discourse and state formation. My discussion of scientific forestry in
Bengal similarly attends to the production of colonial science and locates it in the
regional history of state-making. Exploring the connections between scientific
ideas and pragmatic approaches, this essay delineates the articulation of science
and imperial power, to show ‘the influence of scientific misconceptions on the
practise of imperial rule’.25 Following David Ludden’s discussion, I examine this
composite process as the making of a development regime for sal forest
management in Bengal.26
This essay is also necessarily about the interplay of patterns in nature and
schemes of representation. The following examination of sal silviculture adumbrates the need to consider nature as ‘a lively if socially constructed actor’.27 By
1905, making the first revision in the forest working plans for Jalpaiguri
Division, in the Bengal Duars, Trafford, the local forest officer, remarked upon
the difficulty he faced in classifying the landscape into vegetation types. Vexed
in particular by the mixed forest and savannah areas identified in the previous
plan, he said, ‘these types not only merge into one another but are constantly
changing and a stock map is constantly getting out of date’.28 In the next thirty
years issues of classification gave way to the struggle over forest regeneration,
reflecting a worldwide transition in the status and directions of ecological
research and knowledge.29 As Indian foresters grappled with sal regeneration,
earlier forest classifications were revisited and altered and forests were redefined
to incorporate freshly gained awareness of ecological dynamics within them.30
As a luminary of sal silviculture research from the period put it, ‘the idea that a
sal forest may be transient and in the time space continuum may fade away as a
morning mist, will probably come as a shock to many foresters’.31
Such impermanence in the landscape bore no simple explanation. Ecological
processes and political inaction fused to produce it in North Bengal, something
we shall examine in detail later in this essay. At this point, I will merely anticipate
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and highlight the argument by pointing to the inadequacy of recent theorising in
cultural geography and environmental history for apprehending the vicissitudes
of sal regeneration in Bengal and its historical construction in the corpus of
scientific forestry. Cultural geography’s emphasis on representations, especially
the inherent instability of meaning is often taken to the point of making nature
epiphenomenal or passive, a text, spectacle, icon or theatrical production.32 An
analysis that demonstrates a clash of representations and interests, however the
groups engaged in such conflict are defined, reproduces this tendency noted in
cultural geography. Both in India and elsewhere, studies of forest management
and resistance, though varying in their deployment of cultural analysis, have
shared this neglect of ecological processes.33 At the same time, we have to remain
wary of environmental history’s innate biocentrism whether it takes the form of
Worster’s homeostatic nature; Merchant’s nested model of ecology, production,
reproduction and consciousness; or Cronon’s sophisticated analysis of ‘first
nature’ and ‘second nature’.34 All these exemplars of environmental history
assume at some point that nature simply is. My analysis, in contrast, wishes at
no stage to disable ‘consideration of the processes by which what passes for
nature is actually determined’.35
The first thirty years of forest conservancy in Bengal were the period of
conservative lumbering. Physical control of forested land, assured supply of
timber, and profits in forest operations were driving concerns of forest management. In 1899, the Lieutenant Governor of Bengal had deprecated the decline in
revenues from forestry saying, ‘forest officers must realise more than they do
that they are the agents of a great commercial undertaking … and as such they
are not merely the scientific protectors of an important property’. Active
exploitation of forests to the limit of possible annual yield was the professed
goal.36 Within the next decade the priorities of the government were being
radically reformulated, and primacy was being given to regeneration. This
concern with regeneration voiced an older anxiety about desiccation, namely the
relationship of forest to rainfall, surface hydrology, drought and floods; but it
also arose from the newer discoveries about difficulties in sal reproduction in
reserved forests.37 Scientific forestry as a regionally specific set of practices
emerged from this policy transition. Silviculture was introduced as a major
departmental activity by 1908, requiring detailed annual reporting. But hopes
remained pinned on natural regeneration of sal in all provinces of Bengal.38 So
the movement from restrictions to regeneration flowed along existing channels.
At the time of demarcation and protection, grazing, fire, shifting cultivation
and the collection of firewood rapidly became stock items on the standard list of
ills to be curbed.39 At one exalted level of analysis, forest fires ‘as the concomitants of both the nomad and the backwoods cultivator’, represented to senior
foresters aggravating demands on forests from a primitive state of society, less
legitimate than those made by ‘rapidly spreading modern civilization’.40 More
immediately, during this phase, freedom from cutting and immunity from fires
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were central to the plans Brandis made for forest management in all provinces
including Bengal.41 The rationalisation of jungles (signifying wastes and
wildlands) was part of a wider impulse to reform and manage the productive
landscape. To politics British foresters added ‘the symbolism of science’. To
justify fire control they drew upon European agronomy where the divide
between primitive and modern was fire.42 As the noted historian of forests and
fire observes, ‘what emerged was a robust exemplar, an adaptation of European
techniques to exotic woodlands and colonial politics’.43 In his review of 1884, the
successor to Brandis as Inspector General of Forests, William Schlich, wrote,
‘owing to the vast extent of the Indian forests and high cost of artificial
operations, the natural system of reproduction must be chiefly relied on, that is
to say forests must be properly protected, fires kept out ... areas closed to
grazing’.44

Year

1878-1879
1879-1880
1880-1881
1881-1882
1882-1883

Reserved and
other forests
3,474
4,072
4,465
4,897
4,826

Fire protected
forests
2,938
3,709
4,194
4,283
4,562

percent
excluded/failure
15
9
6
13
5

TABLE 5.1. Fire protection in Bengal Presidency (area in square miles)
Source: Adapted from William Schlich, ‘Review of Forest Administration for British
India,’ p. 376.

In Bengal, in the first flush of forest reservation almost everything was
closed to firing. By 1900 the area under reservation had increased to 5880 square
miles, and the total managed area (including protected and unclassed forests)
was up to 13,589 square miles in Bengal. This period also marked the beginnings
of more scientific operations as the task of preparing working plans was taken
up.45 Each of these features of scientific forestry merits consideration in detail,
especially since they are best understood through their inter-relationships.46 Here
only the case of fire is discussed, tracing the attempts to accomplish fire
protection in Bengal forests. While southwest Bengal became the region where
fire policies foundered on poor implementation, they were embarrassingly
successful in the northern parts of Bengal, only to be confounded in their objects
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FIGURE 1. The Forest Areas of Bengal 1898
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Based on: Bengal Forest Administration Report, 1898-99. Calcutta: Bengal secretariat
Press, 1900. Reproduced by permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library.
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by this very fulfilment. The critique of fire exclusion from forest regeneration
emerged from the confluence of these experiences, producing a range of
strategies – both silvicultural and political – by which fire was incorporated in
forest management. Distinguished both by regional political economy and agroecological characteristics, this north south divide entered and shaped the
classification of Bengal sal forests as dry (mostly southwestern) and moist
(mostly northern). So before moving to the details of fire and sal forest
regeneration in Bengal, the distribution and characteristics of sal in Bengal are
briefly sketched out, for this tree came to dominate the attention of scientific
forestry in Bengal.47
Sal, one of the most important timber trees of India, formed extensive forests
along the foot of the Himalaya and in the eastern part of central India.48 Sal occurs
in all Bengal forests except the Sundarbans, and Darjeeling areas above 3000
feet. The favourable localities are those with deep soils, receiving 60-200 inches
of annual rainfall, like Kurseong, Duars, Teesta Valley, Singhbhum.49 The moist
sal zone, with a normal rainfall exceeding 75 inches annually, extends into lower
Bengal, Sylhet, Assam Darjeeling and Duars.50 The sal depends to a much greater
extent than teak on the peculiarities of soil, being found mostly on sandstone
conglomerate and gravel, not thriving on heavy clay soils that are poorly
drained.51 Both edaphic conditions and extensive forest use prior to British
interest presented a landscape where sal was scattered in small blocks amidst
savannah and jungle. In 1870 Capt. Losack had surveyed and reported on the
forests of Chota Nagpur, particularly to ascertain the extent and condition of
timber quality sal. The forests he found were the product of extensive and longterm jhumming, where sal was mixed with a large number of associates.52 The
previous year reports on the east Bengal Duars forests had also noted valuable
sal tracts in poor state of preservation.53
Sal is endemic to Bengal, its home being northeastern India. In descriptions
emerging from the detailed surveys done while preparing working plans, North
Bengal sal is often mentioned as the finest anywhere in India.54 Sal, like most
dipterocarps, is characterised by tall straight cylindrical boles without branches
for a considerable distance from the ground. It is capable of withstanding
periodic desiccation and is well adapted to life in a monsoon climates. Sal
provides hard timber possessed of good structural qualities.55 According to
Troup sal is borderline between evergreen and deciduous, approaching the
former state in moist, fertile localities and the latter in poor, dry ones. But
according to Rajkhowa the two formations of deciduous and evergreen sal
appear to be more determined by length of the dry period rather than annual
rainfall, which means that this characteristic is much more dependant on biotic
influences and less on abiotic factors.56
Leaf fall occurs at the end of the cold season, flowering early in the hot
season, fruit fall at the end of the hot season. Germination occurs with the
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monsoon, and the seed is short lived. So in dry areas, timely rains become
important to ensure a good amount of natural regeneration. Some seed is
produced every year, though there are definite mast years. Fruit are buoyant in
water and dispersal of seed by water does happen. Growth is chiefly during the
hot season, when new leaves appear, ceasing entirely by the end of the hot season.
Being xerophilous, hardy and an abundant seed producer, sal is gregarious. The
bark is deeply furrowed. Since sal is light demanding for the establishment of
seedlings, young growth tends to happen in even-aged patches of gaps where
sufficient light is admitted. Sal localities are characterised by various forest
grasses which are important to the economy of the crop. These grasses often form
extensive savannah tracts within the forest, and if well drained (hydrologically
speaking), the trees spread to the grasslands. While grass increases the incidence
of fire, sal’s being resistant to fire after bark formation, gives it a competitive
edge over less fire resistant trees. Up to a moderate size sal coppices well, giving
out several stool shoots from the base of the stump. Die-back of seedlings under
adverse conditions is an important adaptive mechanism. This is discussed a little
more later.
Northern Bengal, including Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri, Cooch Behar, British
Sikkim and Bhutan comprised the distinct ecological zone of moist sal. The
Himalayan foothills are further subdivided into the terai, west of the Tista river,
which was poorly drained; and the bhabhar, east of the Tista, also known as the
Duars, which was well drained, this hydrological distinction distinguishing
otherwise similar alluvial soils that were frequently sandy loams rich in humus.57
Fairly uniform geology, tertiary alluvial deposits ascended through terai, bhabhar
and foothills into the Himalayas. Soil textures of terai tend to be finer than
bhabhar. Sal, not liking swampy conditions very much, is confined to dry ridges
and southern aspects of the terai, where some of the best sal in India is found.58
The terai is patterned with a network of springs, rivulets and nullahs (ditches)
that reveal moisture at the surface due to the slow movement of moisture through
the soil. The grass Microstegium ciliatum exists in bhabhar but not in the terai.
Early taungya work was done in the terai sal forests where regeneration with fire
protection was found impossible.59 As we shall see in the subsequent discussion
of sal regeneration in North Bengal, most of the sal forest of the terai and bhabhar
tracts of Bengal came out of savannahs through periodic burning and shifting
cultivation.60 On fire protection in the savannah Macaranga may come in as the
first stage of a woodland succession of which sal was the final stage. Alternately,
sal seedlings from existing groups may directly colonise the grassland.
The other important distinct sal zone in Bengal was that of dry sal. Classified
as dry peninsular sal, these forests occurred in areas of dry hilly country, hard
ground and shallow soils with a mean annual rainfall below 60 inches but above
35 inches.61 This occurred mostly in the laterite belt along the boundary with
Bihar, contiguous with the Chota Nagpur plateau that loses elevation to the east
of Bihar and Orissa, where the spurs dip down to the plains of Bengal. An
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outstanding characteristic of this dipping table land is the extensive exposure of
laterite. The geology is somewhat varied, hills are often gneissic but soils
lateritic, with sal doing well where the laterite is decomposing.62 Sal is not averse
to ferruginous soil but avoids calcareous sub-zones. The area is highly eroded
and the exposed soil is yellow-grey on top, and red below. Organic matter,
nitrogen, available phosphorus and calcium are low, leaving the soils with a
slightly acidic pH. These areas also have some red sandy soils. These forests
were felled repeatedly in the nineteenth and twentieth century, being thus of
wholly coppice origin.63 Some occasional specimens of good trees in local
devasthans indicate the limited protection of sal. Sal has also been reported to
invade abandoned mango gardens adjacent to forests in south Bengal. This
invasion was frequently in the shade of Madhuca longifolia and Ficus spp.64
According to a report prepared in 1939 on Bengal forests, 70 percent of the dry
sal forests of Midnapore were worked on a rotation of six years. With the passage
of the Bengal Private Forests Act, 1948, the sporadic attention paid by jungle
zamindars (landlords) to sal regeneration was subject to working plans. Artificial regeneration of sal was taken up in Midnapore, but without much success.65
In 1956, the forest department took the forests over and found that due to repeated
fellings the sal areas were greatly depleted, leaving Diospyros melanoxylon and
Madhuca latifolia.66
In these dry peninsular sal regions of southwest Bengal, during the 1970s and
1980s, eucalyptus plantations were attempted, with social and ecological repercussions that provide the immediate history to Joint Forest Management (JFM).
JFM has emerged as a vehicle for revived interest in natural regeneration of
endemic species, notably sal, in the 1990s. But the critique of eucalyptus and
other planted non-local trees that has formed part of the impetus toward the
altered silvicultural agenda in JFM areas, was anticipated eighty years ago. Hole,
the leading ecologist in the colonial forestry establishment, deprecated the
widespread planting of Eucalyptus globulus even in localities unsuited to it. He
suggested that the silvicultural program of the forest department, must accept
‘species as they exist in nature … and provide … conditions of soil, moisture,
climate and light which suit it best’.67 People like Schlich and Hole were
instrumental in diverting energies in Indian forestry away from large-scale
plantation activities to natural regeneration of sal, teak, sissoo and khair in the
submontane and peninsular regions of eastern, northern and central India.68
Thus one of the major concerns of Indian silviculture, as it developed through the
first decades of the twentieth century was securing the natural regeneration of
valuable timber species, which in eastern India were principally sal and teak.69
Some niche partitioning between the two species does seem to occur given their
different preferences for soil moisture regimes. Sal not liking high residence
times for soil water, avoids lowlands, hollows, plains and seeks highlands, hill
slopes. These are typically areas with nutrient poor, deep soils, excessively
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drained and high in sand content. Teak does better in mesic valley bottoms,
needing greater soil fertility and moisture, which is available in the clayey
floodplains. Thus sal forests seem to be in regions historically home to the
socially marginal, hill tribes, hunters, swiddeners and so on. None of these
regions were free of anthropogenic disturbances, they were not virgin forests. As
Brandis puts it, ‘in the wildest forest regions of India we constantly come across
evidence that the land at one time had been under cultivation – fruit trees, ruins
of large buildings and terraces of old fields.70 Old field sal forests less than two
hundred years in age often contained old mango and tamarind trees, presenting
evidence of receding cultivation due to pestilence, famine or raids by hill tribes.71
It would not be wrong then to conclude that in most of India woodland
succession was less due to climate (temperature, precipitation) and more due to
changes produced in growing conditions influencing moisture regimes, solar
radiation, ambient ground temperature and soil physics, which were the result of
river action, erosion, fire and grazing. Of these fire was the most ubiquitous.
Recording observations from his Himalayan travels during 1847-51, Joseph
Hooker described the plains of Bengal as immersed in smoke from fires in the
terai forests.72 Shebbeare, the Bengal Forester who did more than anybody else
to incorporate fire into sal silviculture, recalled, ‘every forest that would burn
was burnt almost every year’.73 Not surprisingly, in the sal forests of India, and
for our purpose, North Bengal, some remarkable alterations were caused in the
forest type by the introduction of fire protection in areas previously subjected to
regular burning. Succession in these cases was often to forest types that were
more hygrophilous.
But this takes us a little ahead of the unfolding events. Initially forest
regeneration was seen as unproblematic, something that would naturally follow
protection. So all forest management in Bengal and other comparable regions in
India began with keeping biotic influences like fire and grazing out of identified
forest tracts. Fire protection thus became a marker of forest conservancy as it was
introduced, serving not only to distinguish state forests from others but exemplifying care and farsightedness in management. Lt. Michael of the 39th Madras
Infantry made the first recorded attempt to protect Indian forests from injury by
fire in the Annamalai teak forests. He had been appointed to set up forest
conservancy in Coimbatore and Cochin in 1848.74 A few years later, Brandis
started work in Burma. He developed his ideas on fire protection in Pegu and
Tenasserim in the 1853-1859 period where he increased teak yields by this
method of regeneration. Writing later, Brandis recorded with pride, ‘in 1862, I
sent a few teak poles 30ft long to the great London exhibition, they had attained
that height in two years, in a moist part of the country, on a rich soil and protected
from fire’. 75
In the 1865 hot season, Col Pearson first introduced fire protection in the Bori
forest of Central Provinces. Fire protection then involved clearing fire lines and
paths around the protected areas, early dry season burning of leaves and grass in
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broad belt surrounding the forest.76 Fire protection also consisted of clearing
internal and external fire lines and sweeping them regularly, for which village
headmen and raiyats provided free labour in exchange for privileges.77 The
earliest forest guards were primarily appointed for this purpose.78 Faced with
both a daunting task and one of dubious wisdom, these guards were among the
earliest sceptics. They often burned forests surreptitiously, if only to improve the
prospect of limited protection.79 Sometimes, almost unwittingly, policy and
practice coincided. Brandis, in his first tour of North Bengal forests in 1879 had
recommended that savannah around forest areas be burned early in the season
when the grasses are drier than the forests around them. He also envisioned a
future of more complete fire protection where both savannah and forest would
be protected to facilitate extending the forest margins into grasslands.80
The grass and dry leaves in the deciduous forests of sal, became inflammable
in March-April when jungle fires regularly occurred. So fire protection began
then. The longest serving Inspector General of Forests, writing at the turn of the
century, gives an evocative description of the actual activities involved. ‘The
work begins fairly early in the season with the cutting of grass, herbs and bushes
over miles upon miles of fire lines ... when this material is dry enough ... it has
to be burned without causing damage to the neighbouring forests, chiefly at night
when the dew has moistened the standing grass and when sparks can be more
easily seen ... It is at night only that this work can be safely done ... soon the sky
is red at night with grass fires and fires in private forests ... clouds of smoke
wreath the horizon in the daytime.’81 Such preventive fires and the ones the
foresters viewed as purely destructive often burnt alongside. The latter transgressed the forest boundary, which the former sought to mark and preserve. Fire
then prepared the ground for many things, but timber production was not seen
as one of them. In one of his earliest discussions of forest fires in India, Brandis
wrote, ‘in majority of cases they arise from temporary clearings made by cutting
and burning and the custom of herdsmen to burn down old grass in order to cause
fresh tender shoots to spring up as fodder for their cattle’. He challenged the view
that these fires may be beneficial and listed the damage. ‘Millions of seeds and
seedlings are destroyed, trees of all ages are injured, and often killed, the bark is
scorched … dry rot sets in, the tree gets hollow and useless for timber. One of
the most remarkable facts in the working of Indian forests in the plains and lower
hills has been the large proportion of hollow and unsound trees. In many forests
… the annual forest fires are the principal cause of this mischief.’82
The importance of fire protection, especially in North Bengal, also grew with
the noticeable failure to establish plantations of exotics like mahogany, chestnut
and teak. By 1876, Schlich the Conservator of Forests, Bengal, had started
planting 100 foot sal belts in clearings around the Buxa reserve to protect it from
fire. Curiously while fresh sowings of sal invariably failed, transplants from the
forest did much better.83 Brandis noted the reason in 1879, an outcome of forest
fires. He recorded in his report, ‘the vigor of these transplants is doubtless due
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to the large knobs of wood which form the underground stem, the result of forest
fires, which kill the annual shoots year after year, while the underground portion
increases steadily in bulk’.84 But during the early years of forest conservancy, the
period discussed as that of conservative lumbering, such evidence and the
reconstitution of scientific forestry that it might suggest was largely disregarded.
Fire became an agent of deforestation through the reckless acts of nomadic
tribes, the extension of cultivation and pasturage for all the nineteenth century
colonial foresters and scientific professionals, like the geologist Valentine
Ball.85 Reporting on the first surveys of the newly acquired North Bengal forests,
Anderson complained of frequent forest fires caused by shifting cultivation,
revealing the ensuing struggle to establish forest department control in these
areas by the restriction of firing. This was specially important as these forests in
the Darjeeling terai were mainly young sal regeneration, for anything above six
feet in girth had already been taken out by timber contractors.86
While fire protection as a measure of forest conservancy was introduced in
Bengal as it had been in Central Provinces, the administration soon encountered
various problems, since it interfered with the agrarian economy and lifestyles in
a variety of ways. For instance gwalas (cowherds) used fire to secure fresh
supplies of pasture grasses, while collective village fires in the early summer
months were usually intended to facilitate the hunting of small game, foraging
and gathering. In some upland tracts, wood from the forests was burned for
manuring neighbouring fields.87 In different parts of Bengal, fire would smoke
out bees for honey, burn under mahua trees and other fruit trees to facilitate fruit
gathering, burn back tall grasses in the proximity of hamlets to keep away tigers
and panthers.88 The Deputy Commissioner of Darrang, Major Graham and Major
Lamb of Kamrup argued that forest fires helped clear land for cultivation,
extirpate wild beasts and regenerate pastures. Another district officer pointed to
the rank and dense undergrowth that comes up in a fire protected forest, fostering
the multiplication of malarial parasites.89 In one intriguing case, a forester
reported that fire conservancy had increased the tiger menace since fires traced
the routes taken by deer and tigers preying on them, thus indicating their place
in the forest and making hunting easier.90
So objections to fire protection arose almost immediately after its introduction, but at this stage, in the 1870s, these contestations of policy pitted the field
officer against the forestry expert, with the former doubting both the practicality
of the exercise and its desirability in political and environmental terms. Arguments about fire protection revealed the territorial aspirations of the forest
department, though they were conducted in the language of scientific certitude.
The Deputy Commissioner of Darjeeling suggested the boundaries of government forests be revised to include a smaller area. This in turn would interfere less
with the spread of cultivation which would obviate the need for fire protection
as more people took to settled farming preference to mobile pasturing. To this
officer, as with most district officers in hilly and forested areas, material progress
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of the district was linked to the increasing sedentarisation of peasantries in their
jurisdiction.91 The Conservator, Leeds, held to his conviction that widespread
fire conservancy was immediately necessary for sal regeneration in Bengal,
drawing support from the opinion of the Superintendent of the Botanical
Gardens. But the Superintendent, George King, had only pointed out that
graziers fired the forests annually for pasture and the conflict was about different
objectives of forest management, which in the spirit of the scientist, he found
irreconciliable.92
Ramachandra Guha and Madhav Gadgil describe several instances of
struggle over forest use between peasantries and the colonial Indian state, and in
many fire played a role.93 But one of the best examples of links between forest
fire and protest occurred in the case of Punjab, and led to proposals for what could
be called the colonial version of joint management. Bhattacharya points out, ‘it
was in the heart of the forest, where all use rights were expropriated that fires
often originated. And frequently they broke out at three or four places simultaneously in the dead of the night.’ Local forest officials feeling beleaguered,
sometimes brought forth proposals that would return some rights.94 Such are the
instances of pressures from below that create a gap between plan and practice,
or even lead to policy amendment, without necessarily being reflected in
legislative reform. Crimes of anonymity as E.P. Thompson once called them,
however, were not the only way fire was used in negotiating fire conservancy and
protection policies.95 In the eastern Duars, zamindars had always levied a
revenue on sal timber and villagers who practised shifting cultivation would not
damage certain sal groves near settlements and river banks. In these forests the
grass would be beaten down with the rains and burned soon after, causing no
damage to regenerating sal poles. Cattle grazing in these woods and pigs rooting
alongside (in the case of tribal hamlets) would leave sal seedlings alone. In other
fields the grass was grown to three or four feet, called batha bun, and this would
be harvested as thatch material. Jhumming (swidden cultivation) was practised
in more interior forests, where young second growth sal was slashed and burnt
for growing cotton. In the 1870s, with the decline in demand for Indian raw
cotton and increase in the timber value of sal forests, this complex fire regime
was simplified into an unalloyed evil for the forest. Notices on fire protection of
sal forests were circulated, but by the admission of the Conservator of the region
himself, they were a dead letter, grass was too extensive and the population too
scanty to make supervision of such a policy feasible.96 In this situation the
conservator developed a system that combined intense local ecological knowledge and a series of concessions to the hardy Mechi people of the area
(woodcutters by profession) to implement a selective fire protection programme.
In forest reserves, grazing was generally prohibited, but concessions to
gather edible roots and fruits were usually granted. These collections took place
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in the very season that the forest was most vulnerable to fire – the dry, hot summer
months. According to Wild, the Bengal Conservator, most fires were caused by
these collectors and their carelessness with home-made cigarettes.97 As the
Deputy Conservator pointed out, ‘in Singhbhum … the villages are small. The
inhabitants are members of a community, perambulate the forests, reserved as
well as protected, in small parties … in their search for fruits, honey, roots,
sometime game and many parts to collect sabai grass.’98 A communal responsibility for fire prevention was envisaged in these situations because such gathering activities were permitted only informally, as a local relaxation of a strict
wider policy, thereby creating an obligation on the community as a whole.
Another proposal was to give specific mankis and mundas responsibility to
supervise fire protection in assigned forest blocks. This would draw on the manki
and munda pattas where as local police officers they were charged among other
things with reporting instances of incendiarism.99 In 1903-04, fire damage to
forests in Singhbhum reached an all time high of 57,330 acres as opposition to
fire protection grew and gained a sharp edge. The increase in forest firing was
a direct response to the Working Plan, which had made villagers habituated to
gathering fire wood from any part of the forest restrict their collection activities
to four specified coupes. This was exacerbated by a change in policy from 1900
when instead of selective early burning, complete fire prevention was introduced.100 Early burning was often confined to those mixed forests (as opposed
to sal forests) where grazing was considered the more important revenue source
than trees.101 The failure to reduce the incidence of forest fires caused by
gathering activities of tribal communities, however, remained a lasting concern,
eluding solution.102
Fire control focused on the protection of ‘valuable trees’ for their timber
during the hot months, which was the very season that villagers around the forest
used fire to derive from the forest grass, fruit, flowers, small game and other nontimber products that supplemented their diet and income in the agricultural lean
season. But in parts of North Bengal there were other problems that occurred
during and outside the fire season. Seedlings of planted tun (Cedrela toona) and
walnut were cut and used to stiffen bundles of grass.103 Streams were diverted in
the cold season by small dams to catch fish, leading the working plan for Tista
Division to observe that changes in beds of streams affecting valuable lands have
been traced ‘directly to this dangerous practice’.104 At least in this division,
elephants were more a menace to the valued forests than local human populations. So fire posed varying degrees of hazard to forests in different parts of
Bengal, but in all locations fire control attacked local livelihood directly. It was
particularly resented in the protected forests which were considered to be outside
reserves and hence not so readily subject to restrictions. These occurred more in
South Bengal where non-timber uses of forests were more diverse. Moreover,
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fire extinguishing work, in which proximate villagers were hired as coolies were
a source of wages in the lean season.105 In Bengal as a whole, while area covered
by fire protection steadily increased, the annual figures of areas burned show no
steady decline. They did exhibit distinct regional variations. Thus in North
Bengal by 1900 fire protection was effective and quite complete. In southwest
Bengal much more of the protected area continued to burn, and the extent to
which fire protection would fail was quite unpredictable from year to year. Table
5.2 below shows these figures for the turn of the century, the period when fire
protection was most vigorous and largely untouched by controversy regarding
its merits for sal regeneration.

Division

1897-98

Darjeeling
Tista
1
Kurseong
56
Jalpaiguri
938
Buxa
19873
Santhal Parganas
845
Palamau
34499
Singhbhum
283956
Angul
22120
Puri
12738
Sundarbans
Chittagong
1092

1898-99 1899-1900
1
24220
10352
4620
13890
31623
1762
11558
20

4
23171
11503
2381
11898
147718
18270
8539
1

1900-01

1901-02

16
78
382
24566
17793
247
3400
4298
397
3207
266

15
1
31
68
4262
173
11047
44785
4790
6062
13

TABLE 5.2. Forest Fires in Bengal (area burnt in acres)
Source: OIOC P/6561 BRP (For) April-July 1903, Branch Forests, A progs 21-24, June
1903, File 9R/1, no. 595T-R dated Darjeeling 20 May 1903, A. Earle Offg. Secy GOB Rev
to CF Bengal, p. 115. The Sundarbans being mangrove swamps, fire was not an issue.

In Singhbhum it was observed that grazing and fodder collection can reduce
the likelihood of fire, while early burning in a three year old coppice forest did
no harm to wood production in sal. As the author of the first working plan for
Singhbhum had noted, these forests had been burnt regularly till 1884, and
except for jhumming areas, nothing had been cut in these reserves till 1900. But
fire protection had been notably unsuccessful in increasing the distribution of sal
in these forests.106
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Despite its climatic range, and different provenances, sal in all ecological
zones is critically dependant on fire for regeneration. Fire plays a role in both
initiating and limiting sal. This means the managed use of fire in the days before
scientific forestry and fire protection, was important not only to the production
of the subsistence and other annual crops for local communities of the Bengal
highlands, but also ensured the perpetuation of the mixed sal forests the British
found and chose to exploit. Scientific forestry was a matter of changing the fire
regime in the agro-silvical environment natural to sal, with a view to produce
pure sal stands in multiple use fields.107 This produced unintended consequences
and a process of structuring scientific silviculture with local knowledge about the
use of fire that mitigated some of the more radical transformation of the
landscape immanent in prolonged fire protection. A brief consideration of the
role of fire in sal regeneration therefore will be useful.
On the eve of his retirement from the position of Inspector General of Forests
in 1900, Ribbentrop expansively remarked, ‘in the treatment ... especially of
shorea robusta ... we are now almost universally successful’.108 His confidence
was premature. His departure was swiftly followed by discoveries in North
Bengal where certain unintended and undesired consequences of fire protection
were noticed. In the damp forests of Buxa, Jalpaiguri and Kurseong young sal
foundered against competition from certain evergreen trees and shrubs, regarded
as ‘comparatively worthless’ by the forest department. These had been kept
down by fires in the past but under a vigilant system of fire protection were
flourishing at the expense of sal. As the evidence of sal suppression by evergreen
competition in fire excluded environments mounted, the Bengal government
mused whether extension of sal, or even the maintenance of existing sal
distribution in the forests of North Bengal would be possible in a regime of
unassisted regeneration.109 In south west Bengal the problems with fire protection were different. Sal regeneration in the reserved and protected forests in
Chota Nagpur was generally satisfactory.110 Forest fires were a more acute
problem because of exemptions granted in certain areas like the Rajmahal hills
of the Santhal Parganas district where shifting cultivation by Paharias was still
permitted. The hillmen never complied with rules that required them to report in
advance areas to be burned for jhumming and these violations were treated as
acts of incendiarism.111 Though a practice of appointing fire watchers had
developed, the Conservator ruefully noted in 1907 that there were so few
convictions on reports of malicious forest burning that fear of punishment was
certainly an unlikely deterrent.112 An amendment proposed to Act VII of 1878 in
1916 envisaged ‘making it incumbent on village officers to extinguish and
prevent fires on their own initiative’. In the past they were only required to assist
forest officials if asked. This casting of responsibility was expected to bring forth
the cooperation of privilege holders and their servants through whom the village
officers would function.113
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As we can see here, fire protection and its aftermath brought different issues
to the fore in North and South Bengal. Discrepant results from fire protection
produced regionally varied responses as scientific forestry was inflected by
particularities of ecology and politics. In southwest Bengal, the region of dry sal,
fire protection was confounded in various ways, so problems arose from its
incompleteness. In North Bengal, the domain of moist sal, fire protection was too
successful, its completeness unleashed ecological transformations that were
unsought.114 What happened in the North is of great salience because, along with
a parallel critique of fire protection in the teak forests of Burma, the experience
of sal regeneration there permanently undermined the consolidation of scientific
forestry and sent its planners scurrying back to the drawing board, arguing
furiously among themselves. What emerged from those frantic decades was a
critique from within, a privileging of local knowledge, a fractured wisdom
tersely expressed by a participant in the All-India Sal Study Tour of 1953 thus,
‘for the success of sal natural regeneration close individual attention and intimate
knowledge of local conditions are essential’.115 Bengal foresters learnt the
political pertinence of local knowledge most often in southwest Bengal and the
dry sal zone, but the moist sal and savannah complex of North Bengal was the
landscape where ecological aspects of local knowledge became crucial to the
construction of the discourse of sal silviculture and so we shall turn to that next.
In the earliest working plans for the Duars, the prescribed treatment was
selection with improvement felling, cleaning after main felling for five years,
fire protection and creeper cutting. By 1903 lack of success under this treatment
had led to one round of revisions in working plan in the Duars. Selection felling
and cleaning came under increasing criticism in the next ten years.116 Fire was
resolutely kept out of the treated areas, even as recognition grew that such
treatment was introduced in a landscape that was seen to be marred by constant
firing where the undergrowth prior to fire protection was principally savannah
grasses.117 Revising the first Jalpaiguri working plan, Trafford documented the
undesired transformations of the forest induced by forest protection. The first
coppice felling had taken place in 1892-93 and ‘by the fourth year dense mass
of creepers ... smothered all coppice shoots … by sixth year coppice shoots of
malota and other species had overtopped sal shoots … which by the twelfth year
had disappeared... the forest having become a dense thicket of creepers and
poles’.118 Trafford prepared a numerical estimate of this phenomenon over 244
acres that can be seen in table 5.3. Despite such mounting evidence, the
Conservator of Forests Bengal, even in 1915, argued in favour of using mallata
as a cleaning agent rather than fire, stating that difficulties with labour, pig
damage, fire and soil working made artificial regeneration hard.119 Sal regeneration and advance growth was found in this fire ordered landscape, in blocks and
patches, and at that point simple protection had released this young growth. But
protection also changed the character of the undergrowth into one dominated by
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Year
1894-95
1904-05
decrease

< 3 inches

3-6 inches

6-9 inches

9-12 inches

not recorded
very scarce

2212
1200

2636
1663

2832
2523

1012

973

309

TABLE 5.3. Sal saplings in different diameter classes
Source: Adapted from information in Trafford, Jalpaiguri WP, p. 5

climbers and evergreen shrubs. This in turn had such disastrous consequences for
further sal regeneration that sal began to disappear from these forests, so
eminently suited to its growth. In contrast, the adjoining zamindari forests in
Goalpara district were annually burned and grazed. Sal regeneration was
profuse, and in fact more plentiful in grazed areas.120
By 1910, the regeneration of sal in North Bengal had become a serious
problem and small scale experiments in clearing and planting areas had begun.121
The other option considered, and found unsuitable for producing even-aged
crops economically, was systematic burning and attempting to secure the
savannah type undergrowth of twenty years earlier. Finally both fire and grazing
came to be integrated as management methods at different points in the sal
rotation of eighty years proposed under taungya.122 The taungya method of direct
sowing and cultivation of sal offered all the potential advantages of contiguous
areas stocked with even-aged sal in regular series of age gradations.123 A few
years later the Inspector General of Forests visited some of the sown areas and
noted that the sal sown with a bhadoi crop was doing better than that sown in
grassy lands fallowed for some years. The problem now was that the bhadoi
sowing and concurrent weeding of sal in the second and third years was desirable
to assure a good crop, but such intensive cultivation demanded a labour supply
that was not available.124 Uncertainty and difficulty faced in securing labour,
both in sufficient quantity and in season, hampered planning. So the introduction
of taungya methods of sal regeneration, though found silviculturally the most
appropriate, was made provisional through a five year working scheme. Once
again, the hesitation to formalise the plan stemmed from the perception of an
insufficiency in knowledge – about bhadoi crops, other tree species that could be
introduced in the taungyas, and labour needs.125 While concentrated regeneration
blocks was the prescribed ideal, labour shortages dictated a patchy clearing of
small areas and taungya sowings in them.126 At all levels, the foresters were
acutely aware that they were in a period of confusion and experimentation –
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scientific forestry was coming unravelled and needed to be reconstituted. The
Conservator of Forests, Bengal went so far as to suggest that nothing more than
annual working schemes could be proposed till such time that the experiments
yielded sufficient information to safely build another edifice of plans.127 As
artificial regeneration stabilised in North Bengal, the question of forest labour
was addressed through the creation of forest villages. But difficulties with labour
more often meant that selection fellings continued as the dominant system of
management. In the waterless (bhabhar) areas of North Bengal, the sal regeneration had responded favourably to annual firing which eliminated evergreen
undergrowth without damage to sau grass or sal. The necessity of annual firing
was discovered, ironically enough, on the northern limits of the managed forests
where fire protection had not been fully extended.128
The introduction of fire protection as a forest management and regeneration
strategy was contested almost from the very beginning. Following Brandis, who
had recommended it for teak based on his Burma experiences, most foresters in
the Central Provinces, United Provinces, Bengal, Madras, Western India and
Punjab made it a centrepiece of forest conservancy in the years of conservative
lumbering.129 But even by the early 1870s, district officers were voicing their
discontent and objection to this policy. We have already encountered some of the
cases from Bengal. In some ways these tensions arising from fire protection are
easy to anticipate when we examine the most common causes of forest fires.
These turn out to be, according to a report prepared on the subject in 1875,
taungya or other forms of shifting cultivation (jhum, kurao, bewar), hunting
small game, refuse burning, cleaning paths and tracks to avoid snakes, burning
back forest fringes of villages to keep off tigers and bears, cleaning the air and
killing of insect pests, and securing fresh pasture and thatch grass crops.130
Brandis himself had not failed to note the beneficial fertilizing effects of wood
ash from forest fires on teak taungyas. In a later report on the forests of North
Bengal, Brandis expressed doubt whether fire protection was going to yield sal
regeneration.131 Despite the early misgivings, fire protection proceeded apace,
gathering momentum to such a degree that in the decade, 1896-97 to 1906-07,
the area covered in India increased from 1856 square miles to 8153 square
miles.132 But even the colonial forest historians were later compelled to admit that
indiscriminate fire protection served more a political purpose of asserting
unequivocal forest department control over newly reserved areas, than any
scientific plan for regeneration of these areas. But since it was done in the name
of both conserving and enhancing forest wealth, fire protection, initially attacked
by local officers of civil administration, soon came under the critical scrutiny of
those charged with the management of forests, namely, field foresters.133
Slade argued that low ground fires removed slash, minimised fungoid and
insect pests and had in fact produced the teak forests that were later reserved. A
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few years later, R.S. Troup published the results of experiments in Tharrawady
where he had found that unprotected plots of teak had more sound stems, ten
times more seedlings, and that stems in these plots were in no danger of
suppression as were half those in protected plots. He was led to remark, ‘we are
most certainly exterminating our teak by fire protection.134 Other foresters in
eastern India corroborated. In 1907, the CCF of Burma, Beadon Bryant offered
the dire prognostication that the combination of selection felling and fire
protection was killing out teak in most Burma forests.135 The first two decades
of the twentieth century saw the pages of Indian Forester filled with debate on
fire, grazing and forest regeneration. This did not presage the overturning of
former attitudes to these ‘biotic factors’. But it certainly prevented any consensus
on these issues and forced a re-examination of categories through which both
scientific forestry and its Other were defined.
By 1925 fire had entered the working and management of forests as an
element of taungya in North Bengal, parts of United Provinces and of course
Burma.136 In Assam fire protection had been given up by 1915, while the
introduction of taungya provided a mediation of the needs of forest regeneration
and the growing demands for land by Kukis, Lushais and Cacharis.137 The
intensification of regeneration work that was involved in taungya was resented
not only by jhumiyas but also the subordinate staff accustomed to less strenuous
revenue station work.138 In other parts of eastern India as was the case elsewhere,
it appeared in the form of ‘early burning’, where the forest floor was burned just
before the advent of the dry season to prevent unmanageable conflagrations at
a later time.139 The growing scepticism about fire exclusion as a viable regeneration strategy for teak and sal forests in eastern India was supported by similar
contestations of fire protection policy in United Provinces and Central Provinces.140 Fire protection had become silviculturally unsound, financially unviable
and impractical in labour scarce forest areas. But more importantly the discovery
of a positive role for fire in forest regeneration meant that one foundational
feature of scientific forestry, its radical separation from anything unscientific by
the definition of fire as bad for forests, came to be questioned, came under fire.
In the years to follow, the management of fire in scientific forestry, especially in
sal and teak forests remained a troubled issue. The destabilisation of scientific
forestry that ambiguity about fire entailed ultimately led the forest department
away from natural regeneration of endemic species to a regime of planted exotics
in the schemes of post-colonial forest development.141
In its optimal habitat (Duars, Assam), the continued fire protection of Shorea
robusta for a period of about 40 years (1890-1930), altered the character of the
forest, introducing a previously non-existent evergreen undergrowth, increasing
the soil moisture and decreasing the soil aeration: in consequence of this even
though the previously established crop continued to flourish, the tree seeded
freely and seeds germinated, new regeneration could not establish itself.142 At
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this stage regeneration of a forest too damp to burn posed a problem and the only
way out seemed clearfelling, burning the dry refuse, soil working and artificial
regeneration. The case of the Duars is instructive about how sal profits from
adverse conditions to establish gregariously, and altering conditions, apparently
for the better can cause it to recede.143 The sal forests of Assam were originally
thatch lands, mainly Imperata cylindrica with sal seedlings nestling in the grass.
Fire protection released the sal seedlings and as the canopy of the sal forest
closed, the grasses were suppressed.144 The sal forests of the North Bengal duars
and terai had a similar origin. This suggests that successful regeneration of sal
depended on a regulated use of fire and the knowledge of the ecology of the sal
forest before the introduction of fire protection, which remained a problem.
Smythies compared the sal forests of the United Provinces terai and those of
Nepal and pointed out that in Nepal without fire protection sal regeneration was
good. In the United Provinces after fire protection sal regeneration failed due to
seeds not reaching mineral soil through the thick mat of evergreen undergrowth,
and where the seed did penetrate the forest floor, excess moisture and poor light
retarded germination.145
The quest then was for reversal of conditions to re-obtain the grassy
conditions favouring sal regeneration. In North Bengal, the path of taungya was
taken, but in Assam some success in reversal was achieved by the Conservator
Milroy. In Assam, extensive burning was done during 1916-1926 to release the
sal seedlings and hasten their establishment, as also to facilitate germination. As
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FIGURE 2. North Bengal Forests and Areas under Artificial Regeneration
Source: Bengal Forest Administration Report, 1928-29. Calcutta: Bengal Secretariat
Press, 1930 (redrawn).
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Milroy noted the only alternate method was hoe cultivation, something the
introduction of taungya acknowledges. A subsidiary local effect of burning was
that it encouraged stool shoots to be thrown out by even quite large stumps
stimulating them in a way that fire protection had not done. This had to be
combined with canopy opening to simulate ‘Boko’ conditions.146 Reversal
regeneration as this came to be known, combined regulated canopy opening and
controlled fire to induce in the forest floor a carpet of Microstegium ciliatum,
then Imperata cylindrica.147 The latter grass acts as a seed nurse for the sal
seedlings which as they establish suppress the grass.148
The case of fire provides an excellent example of what Gyan Prakash calls
the revision of the categories of colonial discourse in the process of their
historical articulation.149 Indian field foresters were discovering that agropastoral peasantries used fire in preparing land for periodic low intensity
agriculture, to drive game in the hunt and to release fresh tender herbage for
pasture dependent cattle. As Michael Dove says, savannah is often ‘a fine
balance between the forces of society and the forces of nature’.150 Scientific
forestry developed a whole pejorative vocabulary for this condition. While the
jungle aspect of savannah had been the conservatory in disorder, an obstacle to
political goals and human progress in the early nineteenth century, the more
closely observed bush savannah revealed overgrown grass lands with sal
seedlings that to the scientific forester appeared trapped in a sub-climax state.
Fire protection released these seedlings and as they grew to climax they
suppressed grass. This notion of climax, based on the most hygrophilous
composition of the forest was based on the exclusion of anthropogenic influences, and was expected to yield the most valuable woods, once the thorny issue
of evicting tribals and other peasant users from the forest was resolved. On both
these counts scientific forestry faced a serious challenge from within and
without.151 Having considered some of the problems created by indiscriminate
fire protection and the emergence of a critique from both within the forestry
bureaucracy and outside, it is possible to surmise that controlling fires proved to
be one long lesson in forest ecology for scientific forestry. The representation of
fire was closely related to the representations of grass. The perception of grass
had to do with the agro-forestry system in vogue, and the desirability of annual
or perennial grasses in that system as a fallow period crop. Conflicts over this
perception led to the incendiary use of fire, the critique of scientific forestry from
without.152
Scientific forestry began, to restate our argument briefly, with forest departments locating and demarcating forest reserves, then regulating local demands
for forest produce. Intervention in the ecological regimes of forests was primarily directed at managing natural regeneration to maximise certain timber values,
though a complementary plantation programme was usually carried on. It is
useful to distinguish the Bengal and Central Provinces cases from the Uttarakhand
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region, because in zamindari areas reservation succeeded a period of private
forest management where forests had been classed with other wastes in landed
estates. In these situations reservation was superimposed on a more complex
hierarchy of rights and localised arrangements than in the temperate evergreen
or deciduous forests of the Himalaya. Early management was heavy handed:
foresters saw only the timber they needed, villagers saw a variety of use values
being destroyed. But a more fragmented discourse of scientific forestry emerged
from the crude regulatory strategies initially employed. Niladri Bhattacharya
sums up well when he says, ‘the demands of different social classes and their
attempts to protect and assert their rights had to be reconciled with what the
colonial state perceived as its interest … conflict of opinion among different
officials reflected the different ways in which reconciliation was sought’.153
In the mixed deciduous plains forests, forest officers concentrated on one or
two valuable species like sal, with the result that no silvilcultural knowledge was
accumulated on the large number of other species that might have value in the
future.154 This emphasis on the production of pure sal and teak forests in the main
and pure stands of other valuable species (the trees varied regionally), was
clearly the upshot of managerial compulsions, the necessary regimen of departmental functioning. Persisting with such a simplified species composition
approach had adverse consequences for silvicultural knowledge. Few species
and their concentrated regeneration, though imported as a system from Europe,
outlasted its inspiration in India. Bavarian forestry had begun to emphasise
mixed forests for the production of timber even in the 1860s, for it supported
denser growth, finer timber qualities and better resistance to pest and disease. By
1876 in France 70 percent of managed forests were of mixed composition.155
Unmindful of these continental developments, and concentrating on one
species, foresters in the United Provinces, Bengal and Assam launched regeneration experiments on sal during the first three decades of the twentieth century,
documenting much of what we know about the silvics of sal. In the course of this
work it was discovered that sal seedling growth occurs in spurts, helped by rains
in October and spring. Dieback of the seedling was recognised as an adaptation
to edaphic conditions and natural hazards, a physiological trait that served the
species well under conditions of biotic interference that mainly meant fire or soil
compaction.156 Dieback also indicated sal might be a recent entrant in sites where
this phenomenon was noted, and minimising dieback was then expected to
secure colonisation of forest blanks and savannah areas on the forest fringe,
thereby extending the estate of sal.157 It seemed to occur when the taproot
developed with sufficient vigor to withstand adverse influences, which could be
drought or poor soil aeration. The seedlings thus recovering were of large leaf,
whippy, and small woody morphology. The period of annual dieback could be
a long one depending on the rate of amelioration of adverse conditions. Seedling
mortality can be considerable, but the dieback phenomenon ensured that this
only happened after a protracted struggle, during which there was steady
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development of the taproot. Smythies reported that poor light could also cause
dieback. Chaturvedi found a light fire in March helped shoot growth which
progressed rapidly through the monsoons to be followed by a dormant cold
season.158
The researches of R.S. Hole during 1909-1921 are specially significant in the
study of sal natural regeneration. He identified that excessive soil moisture, and
poor soil aeration can cause prolonged die back and retard seedling growth. A
layer of dead leaves on the forest floor could prove a mechanical impediment to
the movement of air and water through upper parts of the soil profile and reduce
light for germination. Hole suggested soil working, burning and removal of
overhead canopy, while keeping side shade.159 Smythies disagreed with him on
canopy density effects on sal regeneration. Smythies and Champion also did
several field experiments, and were a greater influence on the United Provinces
Conservator of forests, who ultimately rejected Hole’s proposals that sal be
raised in cleared patches.160 Hole insisted that heavy shade, raw humus, acidity
and weed competition were inimical to sal regeneration. Smythies and Champion’s experiments in 1920s tried different combinations of overwood, leading
to the conclusion that clearfelling, sparse shelterwood, and strip felling methods
gave whippy sal regeneration which responded well to light, but sambhar deer
browsing and weed invasion overtook these young stands. Heavy felling and
fierce burning of refuse produced haldu (Adina cordifolia), which suffered the
same fate as the whippy sal, in the face of weeds and deer. Dense shelterwood
(50-60 standards per acre) worked better, leading Smythies to deduce that sal
seedlings needed ample light, protection from deer and protection from weed
competition.161 The Kamrup model was similar except for the heavy felling part.
In his 1930 tour note of Assam the Inspector General of Forests wrote that
‘success has also been obtained by jhumming in Borjuli’, recognising not only
the importance of fire to sal regeneration but the possibility of making fire
regimes of forestry and agriculture compatible. Hence canopy opening and fire
both become important to sal regeneration, particularly in the moist zone.162
Till 1910 all the sal forests in Bengal were worked under the selection method
with some improvement felling, a system necessitated by the supply of large sal
trees being scant and dispersed through the forests.163 In the decade following the
first world war, radical changes were introduced in the silvilculture of sal. By the
late twenties, Shebbeare, the Conservator of Forests in Bengal who fifteen years
earlier had pioneered taungya experiments for sal in North Bengal, could report
that taungya had become the single most important means to regenerate sal
forests. Taungya was a method of raising pure plantations that was labour
intensive and required land preparation by clear-felling and firing of scrub. But
the advantage was that the outcome was easily managed for timber. Taungya
working plans were simple. They prescribed clear-felling and restocking 1/r of
the total area every year, where r was the length of rotation, usually 80 years.164
One consequence of taungya and the switch to concentrated regeneration of any
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other sort was that trees like mahua (Bassia latifolia), valued mainly for their
non-timber forest product yields to villagers, were also removed under silvicultural
prescriptions. Under earlier selection systems they were left alone in recognition
of their utility to local people.

FIGURE 3. Original high forest in the hills of Kurseong Forest Division
Source of figures 3-8: Bengal Forest Adminisration Report, 1928-29. Calcutta: Bengal
Forest Secretariat Press, 1930. Reproduced by permission of the Syndics of Cambridge
University Library.

During 1926-1939 most sal forests were brought under the Uniform System,
but within the next ten years this was being given up as it was found that natural
regeneration of sal could not be obtained through canopy manipulation.165 As the
sal study tour had noted, the conversion to Uniform System was predicated on
the belief that regeneneration de novo could be established in sal forests through
the management of edaphic and light factors. But the highly mixed results had
revealed that success was limited to regions with existing adequate advance
growth, which was ‘due to the past history of the forest, not the purposeful action
of the forest officer’.166 Ironically, this was a condition that could only obtain
under conditions not subject to the criteria of scientific management, namely,
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FIGURE 4. A clear-felling coupe in hill forest, Kurseong Division, showing
firewood cutting and stacking, sawyers at work and the newly constructed
houses of forest villagers who will grow field crops over the area and plant it
up with tree seedlings.

FIGURE 5. A taungya plantation area in the hills, staked 6 feet by 6 feet for
planting and sown with villagers’ crop of Indian corn.
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FIGURE 6. A plantation area at Sukna, Kurwong Division, showing 3-week
old sal (Shorea robusta) seedlings in lines interplanted with jute (in background) and Tephrosia candida (in foreground) as nurses.

FIGURE 7. One and a half year old sal (Shorea robusta) with bogamedeloa
(Tephrosia candida) as a nurse at Suka, Kurseong Division.
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FIGURE 8. 8-year old sal (Shorea robusta) plantation at
Sukna, Kurseong Division.

financial prudence and standardised silviculture. Field foresters in the late 1920s
were finding that sal seedlings established in situations of varying light, possible
only under an uneven aged canopy. Felling to simulate these conditions would
be both uneconomical and violate the ideal of concentrated regeneration blocks.167
Conversion to the Uniform System had failed on several counts. First preparatory felling did not induce regeneration; second, final removal of overwood
damaged established crops; third, the debris of concentrated felling posed a pest
and fire hazard; fourth, in damp areas weed infestation became rampant.168
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While Osmaston recommended giving up concentrated regeneration for a
revised group selection system, he also stressed the importance of an understorey
of Mallotus phillipinensis, Woodfordia floribunda, Wendlandia tinctora and
Indigofera pulchella to minimise canopy drip and suppress grass.169 Another
forester noted the damage to sal from deer, something that had increased with the
depletion of their predator carnivora, hunted as vermin, and the reduction of
inedible shrubs in the regeneration areas, making sal and important associates
like haldu (Adina cordifolia) more vulnerable as deer quickly learned to prefer
areas in the forest exclusively stocked with plants palatable to them.170 Thus the
debate on sal regeneration, by the 1930s, systematically brought into question
every foundational aspect of scientific forestry as posited over the previous fifty
years. The blanket exclusion of fire and grazing in regeneration areas; the
distinction between valuable and valueless trees and efforts to eliminate the latter
to maximise the former; the aesthetic and managerial ideal of the model forest
consisting of even aged orderly stands of desired trees; the possibility of laying
down plans that would prescribe treatments and procedures for eighty to a
hundred and fifty years on the basis of conjured models; all this and more had
become suspect. From different sites a consensus on mixed overwoods and
intermediate storey vegetation was developing, but its composition and treatment defied generalisation.171 That sal needed a mixed canopy of trees and shrubs
of all heights became increasingly clear. The crop itself should preferably be
irregular, interspersed with associates and under an undulating broken canopy.172
Seedlings germinated better under a mixed cover than one of pure sal as this was
lighter, leaves from such a canopy degenerated more easily after falling, and a
mixed canopy suppressed weeds without suppressing sal.173 Thus did the
Uniform System come under critical scrutiny.
A range of practices incorporated fire into sal regeneration. Many of them
have been discussed earlier in the chapter. Here we need merely recapitulate the
variety of silvicultural benefits that came to be identified with the use of fire,
especially in moist sal forests. We should also note that these reports spanned a
multiplicity of political-ecological settings in eastern India. Fire was found not
only to suppress weed undergrowth but continued largescale burning destroyed
Clerodendron infortunatum and other ‘noxious weeds’ in their flowering season
and thus prevented recurrence.174 The introduction of early burning of the forest
floor for soil aeration and exposure of mineral soil to falling seed has already
been discussed.175 Regular burning not only possessed the advantage of avoiding
heavy occasional fires, but flocculated and sterilised damp ground.176 But most
importantly, reconsideration of the relationship between fire and sal forest
landscapes recalls our discussion of nature and representation, the conundrum of
‘first nature’ and ‘second nature’. Struggling with the natural regeneration of sal,
in Bengal and other parts of eastern and northern India, foresters redefined
primary and secondary landscapes. In their recognition that fire protection
established an entirely artificial condition of affairs, we can detect the interplay
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of knowledge, power and nature. On the eve of the second world war, the national
silvicultural conference was still calling for research on sal regeneration and the
problems of pure teak plantations, pointing to the enduring problems in the
silviculture of the two most valued species of Indian forests.177 The same issues
were revived as Indian foresters convened for sal and teak regeneration planning
after India’s first post-independence National Forest Policy was announced in
1952.178
Scientific forestry thus retained a botanical focus on silvics of individual tree
species which combined with a territorial approach to forest control. The forestsavannah transition zone in which all advance growth of sal was found in Bengal
at the inception of forest reservation and protection was pictured as a regression
from the climatic climax.179 In southwest Bengal, what was considered a biotic
and edaphic subclimax vegetation had been carefully created by years of
complex agroforestry. Many valuable fruit trees of the region like mahua and
kendu regenerated only in this zone. Shrubby vegetation not only encouraged the
proliferation of microfauna, but when burnt on the forest floor, the ash was
washed down by monsoon rains to fields at the bottom of slopes and fertilised
the otherwise shallow and nutrient poor soils.180 An associate considered
valueless, Lagerstroemia parviflora, and Clerondendron, which became the
noxious weed of later struggles for sal regeneration, were indicator species for
favourable sal sites.181 Troup had demonstrated that the progression from
savannah to sal to evergreen that he described for moist forests of North Bengal
was the first indication of a wider phenomenon. Mobbs and Bourne wrote in
detail about the succession of landscapes that produced sal forests, pointing out
how fire and grazing produced forests through complex transformations.182
When we imagine many years of such transformations we can picture forest
islands in fields and savannah, but not ‘first nature’. An interest in specific trees
and not the forest combined with a misconceived notion of ‘first nature’ in
colonial science to produce a narrative of degradation.183 One forester summed
up aptly when he said, ‘we talk glibly about following nature and forget that the
nature we are visualising may be a European nature inherited from our training
and not an Indian nature’.184
British introduction of scientific forestry was thus a radical simplification of the
forest to maximise a single value, namely, hardwood timber. The study of silvics,
of a few species like sal, teak and hardwickia came to dominate Indian
silviculture during the colonial period.185 The focus was on single species, and
securing their growth, preferably in even-aged stands. Both ecology and local
knowledge were discounted. In Bengal, shelterwood systems became very
important for sal regeneration. The Government put a lot of effort and money into
weeding and tending to release sal at the cost of other species, something that
could have been obviated by paying greater attention to natural processes. What
modern silviculture recommends is a focus on stand dynamics and floristic
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associations, thus taking advantage of facilitative and competitive mechanisms
inherent to the natural process.186 Yet the urge to such simplification continues
to lie at the heart of scientific forestry as it has emerged from the postenlightenment views of nature and colonial exigencies of rule. In this context
natural regeneration, which could favour local knowledge, remains caught up in
contrary imperatives. Similarly the role of fire eludes a policy consensus.
Uncertainty about and disregard for the admixture of local ecology and
politics that shaped the successes and failures of forest management in Bengal
are then an important thread of continuity through the colonial period and
beyond. But asking why these persistences in forest management are significant,
this paper has focused on the production of regional forest management regimes.
Adopting such a carefully situated and process-oriented mode of unravelling
scientific forestry, and its related state forms, leads to some revisions in the
debates surrounding forest management and colonialism in India. First, while
major ecological transformations were introduced by scientific forestry, they
were not so much a drastic change in forest tree species as a change in the
proportion of woody biomass that the forests produced. This is an important
qualification because such amendment shows the character of struggles around
forest use and management to be significantly different. While the pursuit of
timber by the state was a unifying theme across regions, differences in the
manner and style of that pursuit produced regional variations.
Second, the corpus of knowledge that we gloss as scientific forestry was
evidently more inchoate, contested and shot through with contradictions than has
been allowed in earlier studies. The significance of this conclusion is that we are
compelled to focus on the local and historical conditions of knowledge production and its deployment, thereby recovering the ways by which this production
remains an ongoing process. Scientific forestry has frequently been treated as
received doctrine, either emerging from the intellectual history of western
science, or from the imperial, exploitative project of colonialism. Such consolidation of the identity of scientific forestry over time and space inadequately
acknowledges, let alone explains, the misadventures and experiments through
which it was crafted. We are then likely to miss as well the part played by
particular colonial locations in these several historical modifications and reconstructions of scientific knowledge.
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